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Abstract. We discuss the potential of the light-nuclei measurement in heavy-ion collisions at intermediate
energies for the search of the hypothetical QCD critical end-point. A previous proposal based on neutron
density fluctuations has brought appealing experimental evidences of a maximum in a ratio involving
tritons, protons and deuterons, Otpd. However these results are difficult to reconcile with the state-of-the-
art statistical thermal model predictions. Based on the idea that the QCD critical point can lead to a
substantial attraction among nucleons, we propose new ratios involving 4He in which a maximum would
be more evident. We argue that the experimental extraction is feasible by presenting actual measurements
at low and high collision energies. We also illustrate the possible behavior of these ratios at intermediate
energies applying the semiclassical method based on flucton paths using preliminary STAR data for Otpd.
PACS. PACS-key discribing text of that key – PACS-key discribing text of that key
1 Introduction
Significant efforts, in both theory and experiment, have
been devoted in heavy-ion collision physics to the search of
the hypothetical QCD critical point and first-order transi-
tion between confined and deconfined matter [1]. For the
former, the bulk of these studies follows a common driving
idea [2,3]: the search of indicative observables showing a
nonmonotonous behavior when measured as functions of
a control parameter (collision energy, system size, rapid-
ity acceptance...). The ultimate reason is the existence
of physical quantities which present critical enhancement
with the correlation length close to Tc [1,4]. Such critical
behavior should manifest as a nonmonotonous behavior
when approaching and subsequently overpassing the crit-
ical end-point.
An example of such observables have been the higher-
order cumulants of the net-baryon distribution [5]. In par-
ticular, the scaled kurtosis of the net-proton distribution
as a function of the collision energy has led to some clues
that might be related to the critical dynamics [5,6,7]. In
Ref. [8] we focused on nucleon dynamics and the NN in-
teraction as a contributing source for these quantities. The
attractive part of the pairwise potential, as being domi-
nated by the long-ranged critical (σ) mode of QCD [9], is
expected to have an important role in these observables.
Focusing on more global observables we proposed that
the increase of the nuclear attraction might lead to an
extra production of light nuclei if the critical mode acts
substantially among nucleons. In a favorable situation, we
expect an enhanced production of light nuclei close to Tc
with respect to a noncritical scenario [10].
The statistical thermal model [11] has been used as a
good tool to describe multiplicities of hadronic states Ni
at high energies. In particular, its application to hadrons
and light nuclei has been successfully tested at LHC ener-
gies [12]. The modification of the NN potential would
bring a small positive correction to these multiplicities
δNi. One expects that such modification cannot be even
observed when looking at total nuclear yield, as δNi  Ni.
However one can construct certain nuclei ratios in which
the common thermodynamic factors (temperature, chem-
ical potentials, volume...) cancel out, giving a more sensi-
tive observable to detect the effect. Only the presence of
nonideal thermodynamic effects (i.e. when the interaction
potential is comparable to the temperature) makes these
ratios non trivially dependent on the collision energy.
Statistical thermal models currently ignore any modi-
fication of the NN potential, but they do implement feed
down corrections from higher unstable hadronic states and
excited nuclei [13]. This is a relevant effect which must
be included in the calculation of these nuclei ratios. It
turns out [14] that after the implementation of these feed
down effects, some these ratios might remain, after all,
rather flat in the relevant collision energy region. There-
fore, an additional attractive NN potential—comparable
to the typical freeze-out temperatures—would introduce
nonideal corrections in the ratios producing an eventual
non monotonous behavior in consonance with the location
of the critical region [8].
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In the following we will review the recent theoretical
advances in this direction, and motivate the study of such
ratios by presenting the status of the ratio Otpd involving
tritons, protons and deuterons. Later, we will introduce
different proposals in which the effect of the critical point
is enhanced by extra powers, and motivate our experimen-
tal colleagues to address these ratios by presenting some
experimental results measured away from the critical re-
gion, and the expectations coming from a novel theoretical
approach.
2 ”Preclusters” and the special role of
four-nucleon systems
It is a well-known fact that nuclear forces include two del-
icate cancellations, between the attractive and repulsive
parts of the NN potential, as well as between potential
and kinetic energies [9]. As a result, neutron systems are
all unbound, while deuteron and triton have only one shal-
low state. The champion in small binding is perhaps the
pnΛ system, with an exact value still in dispute [15,16].
However the situation drastically changes for the four-
nucleon systems. The 4He binding energy of 28 MeV is
much larger than that of lighter systems. And—as we
pointed out in [10]— unlike these, it possesses multiple
bound and resonant states. Their decay should feed down
into production of lighter systems. Even if they decays
back into four independent nucleons, their correlation in
phase space is important, contributing positively to the
kurtosis of the proton multiplicity distribution [8].
In our previous work [10] we introduced the notion
of “preclusters”, or statistical spatial correlation of sev-
eral nucleons at the kinetic freeze-out. While the matter
reaches a good degree of equilibration by that time, and
formation of preclusters themselves is subject to equilib-
rium statistical mechanics, the subsequent transition of
preclusters to clusters—light nuclei states or resonances
at zero temperature and density—have a completely dif-
ferent temporal and spatial scales and is dynamical. For
example, for four nucleons (to be mostly discussed) the
splitting between states and widths all have the magnitude
of few MeV, and thus their separation and decay require
times of hundreds of fm/c. While preclusters are compact
objects, with sizes 1 − 2 fm, the clusters and their decay
products are much larger in size. This distinction helps to
understand a well-known paradox of apparently copious
production of large-size and fragile clusters.
Quantum/statistical mechanics of four nucleons is in
practice not trivial, as the system has 3N − 3 = 9 coordi-
nates. In [10] we also developed two theoretical tools able
to calculate properties and production rates of preclusters.
We extended a novel semiclassical method for the den-
sity matrix, based on special classical paths called “fluc-
ton” [17,18], to finite temperatures. We now prepare a
separate methodical paper [19] on this method, as its ap-
plications can be extended well beyond heavy-ion physics.
Alternatively, we extended the method of hyperspher-
ical harmonics, previously used only for ground states of
few-nucleon systems, to calculation of O(100) quantum
states, which also allowed to calculate the thermal den-
sity matrix.
Furthermore, in a soon-coming work [20] the most straight-
forward quantum-mechanical method, that of path inte-
gral simulations, is used. It allows to calculate quantum/
statistical mechanics in multidimensional settings, with-
out any approximations.
In all of the above mentioned works the “preclustering”
phenomenon is well documented, both for the standard
(unmodified) nuclear forces and those with potential mod-
ifications, due to either finite temperature-density effects
or hypothetical critical point. In all of them one observes
the same basic fact: preclustering is extremely sensitive to
forces, especially at large distances. Therefore, light nuclei
production must be a good observable to study.
Later we will apply the finite-temperature flucton method
described in ref. [10] to obtain the distribution of the
relative nucleon distance as a function of the NN po-
tential. For the latter, we will make use of the Serot-
Walecka potential as given in [8,10], whose attractive part
is dominated—close to the critical point—by the σ-excitation
mass. This method will be used to compute several nuclei
ratios. Before, we start by reviewing the experimental sit-
uation of one of these special ratios.
3 Triton-proton-deuteron ratio
Based on the coalescence model for nuclei production, the
authors of Ref. [21] considered neutron density fluctua-
tions quantified by ∆n = 〈(δn)2〉/〈n〉2, which is sensitive
to the QCD critical point. This quantity controls the light-
nuclei ratio
Otpd ≡ NtNp
N2d
' 0.29(1 +∆n) , (1)
which involves tritons, protons and deuterons. The coeffi-
cient 0.29 is a combination of numerical factors and spin
degeneracies of the involved nuclei. In a situation with
negligible fluctuations one simply has Otpd = 0.29, inde-
pendent of the collision energy.
From a different perspective, the pure thermodynam-
ical production of a nucleus Ni with A nucleons is the
Boltzmann factor describing the well-known exponential
suppression with A by orders of magnitude [11],
Ni ' giV
(2pi)3/2
(miT )
3/2 exp
(
−mi
T
)
exp
(∑
j Qijµij
T
)
,
(2)
where gi is the spin degeneracy of nucleus i, V the volume,
mi ' AmN the mass of the nucleus, T the temperature
and Qij , µij the corresponding charges and chemical po-
tentials (j = B,Q, S).
By forming ratios in which this exponential factor can-
cels out, one might obtain some interesting behavior. As
we emphasized in [10], that should come from different
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powers of the interaction potential per nucleon in differ-
ent species. In particular, for the ratio in (1),
Otpd ' 0.29 〈e
−3V/T 〉
〈e−V/T 〉2 , (3)
where the thermal average 〈〉 reflects the nonideal con-
tribution of the internucleon potential V (r) averaged in
space. In the ideal case (2), where the interaction energy
is negligible with respect to temperature, one again ob-
tains Otpd = 0.29.
While a rigorous treatment of clusterization in the
vicinity of the critical point is not yet developed, it is
intuitively clear that the increase of attraction might lead
to formation of precluster structures, if the nucleons can
feel the presence of the critical region long enough. There-
fore, the conceptual conclusion in both approaches (1) and
(3) is similar: close to Tc both ∆n and |V (r)/T | might be-
come O(1) and the ratio will present a maximum for those
collisions passing close to the QCD critical point.
The authors of Ref. [21] presented evidences of such
a maximum around
√
sNN = 8.8 GeV in the results of
the NA49 experiment [22] (a second peak was also sug-
gested in [23]). More recently, preliminary STAR data
showed a more prominent peak in Otpd around √sNN =
27 GeV [24]. These results are really intriguing. However
the main puzzle resides in the comparison of the experi-
mental data with the up-to-date calculations using the sta-
tistical thermal model, and also coalescence studies [25].
Not only there is a lack of agreement among models, but
also between theory and experimental data. One of the
known problems [24] is the apparent overestimate of tri-
tons by the statistical thermal model, whereas protons and
deuterons seem to be well described [14,24].
Focusing on purely experimental results, we present
the ratio Otpd for published FOPI data [26] at low energies
in the upper panel of Fig 1. We observe that the ratio is
rather flat, and the data might be already affected by the
presence of the multifragmentation regime at low energies.
In the lower panel, we plot together the FOPI results with
NA49 data [22], and the preliminary STAR [24] and AL-
ICE [27,28,29] results. While FOPI uses total multiplicity,
the other experiments consider dN/dy values at midrapid-
ity, instead of total yields. Moreover tritons in ALICE are
difficult to disentangle from other hadrons via energy loss
only, and additional analyses (with the time-of-flight de-
tector) are needed. Yet it is possible to substitute their
yields by 3He, which is expected to be similar at these
energies based on isospin symmetry 1.
It is interesting that FOPI data at its top energies
are compatible with the ALICE results. However ALICE
point is known to be above the simple-minded statistical
value for a well-known reason: protons get a significant
contribution from feed down of excited baryons [11]. There
is no feasible feed down to t, d. The opposite situation is
at FOPI energies: here temperature is too low to excite
baryons, but µB is close to the nucleon mass and there
should be large clustering feed downs, both to t and d [14].
1 We thank Benjamin Do¨nigus for pointing this out to us [12].
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Fig. 1. Experimental Otpd ratio as a function of the center-
of-mass collision energy. Upper panel: FOPI results from [26]
at low energies. Bottom panel: FOPI data together with
NA49 [22], STAR [24] and ALICE [27,28,29] preliminary re-
sults. NA49, STAR and ALICE results are based, not in total
multiplicities, but in dN/dy ratios at midrapidity, and in the
later, the triton yield is traded by 3He.
Therefore, the similar result of FOPI and LHC must be
a coincidence. This is confirmed by the STAR point with
the smallest error bar (corresponding to the main energy
of RHIC operations,
√
sNN = 200 GeV) is far from both
ALICE and FOPI values but close to statistical one, as
indeed smaller amounts of feed downs are expected there.
Both NA49 and STAR data tells us that some nontriv-
ial dynamics might be happening at intermediate energies,
with an important medium modification with respect to
the ideal gas case. Among them, there is the possible peak
signaling the critical point, in accordance with the physics
encoded in Eqs. (1) and (3).
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4 Ratios involving 4He
Based on the idea that a modified NN potential could
lead to preclustering effects close to Tc [8], a more inter-
esting ratios can be considered where the net effect is en-
hanced [10]. A more prominent ratio would involve larger
nuclei thus increasing the number of mutual nucleon pairs.
In that case one automatically increases the power of V/T
in the exponent of (3). However the bigger the nuclei, the
larger “penalty factor” in the thermal multiplicity [12],
as nuclei with increasing mass number A are much more
scarce in the final state as can be seen from (2).
The nucleus of 4He (= α), with six mutual distances,
provides the optimal case. This state has been measured
in low- and high-energy heavy-ion collisions, so it is a good
candidate to form light-nuclei ratios. The importance of
the excited states of 4He in the context of thermal models
has been addressed in [10], and put into practice in [30,
14] for the Otpd ratio following the ideas of [13,31].
Constructing ratios that cancel most of the factors in
Eq. (2) leads to [10]
Oαp3Hed ≡ NαNp
N3HeNd
' 0.18 〈e
−6V/T 〉
〈e−3V/T 〉〈e−V/T 〉 , (4)
and
Oαtp3Hed ≡
NαNtN
2
p
N3HeN
3
d
' 0.05 〈e
−6V/T 〉
〈e−V/T 〉3 , (5)
where 0.18 and 0.05 are the remaining numerical factors
after cancellations (the last one corrects the incorrect pref-
actor quoted in [10] for this ratio). Notice that in compar-
ison to Otpd, these ratios are enhanced by two and three
powers of V/T in the global exponential, respectively.
In the upper panel of Fig. 2 we present FOPI data [26]
for the first ratio Oαp3Hed at low collision energies. As
opposed to the previous case, here there is a clear de-
creasing tendency with
√
sNN . At very low energies might
be difficult to make contact with thermal estimates, as
the system enters into the multifragmentation region. In
the lower panel of Fig. 2 we add the preliminary result
at LHC energies, from ALICE experiment [27,28,29]. As
for Otdp, the top energy FOPI result and the LHC are
compatible between them, but should be coincidentally
as explained before. Unfortunately, these two sets of ex-
perimental data are located at opposed limits in collision
energy, away from the expected range corresponding to
a possible critical point. We know no experimental data
to be analyzed in that range, calling for an experimental
effort to explore that interesting region.
We can offer an estimate of this ratio applying a sim-
ple model, and using the NA49 and STAR data for (3)
as input. For this we will neglect feed down contributions
(which can be added along the lines of [14]), and assume
that the structure shown by NA49 and STAR in Otpd is
entirely due to the effect of a modified potential as de-
scribed by Eq. (3).
We apply the semiclassical thermal flucton method
described in [10] to the Serot-Walecka potential [9]. In
this potential the σ-mode mass enters as a parameter.
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Fig. 2. Oαtp3Hed ratio as a function of the center-of-mass col-
lision energy. Upper panel: FOPI results from [26] at low en-
ergies. Lower panel: FOPI data together with ALICE [27,28,
29] at high energies. The ALICE result is based, not in total
multiplicities, but in dN/dy ratios at midrapidity. We provide
a theory estimate of such ratio in the intermediate energies as
explained in the text.
With the Euclidean action of the flucton solution we can
compute the probability density of the mutual distances
P (r) = exp[−SE(rflucton)]. This probability density allows
us to perform the average of an observable A(r) by doing
〈A〉 ≡ 4pi
∫
drr2A(r)[P (r)− 1]
4pi
∫
drr2[P (r)− 1] , (6)
where the -1 is used to render the probability density in-
tegrable [10], and the denominator normalizes it to one.
In this way, the ratios of Eqs. (3),(4),(5) are directly de-
termined by the flucton solution of the Walecka potential
with the σ mass and T as parameters. The temperature
dependence on
√
sNN is obtained from the statistical ther-
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mal model as given in Ref. [11]. Therefore, it is possible
to extract the σ mass for each collision energy using (3),
and then, apply it to the new ratios (4) and (5). This gives
an estimate of the expected behavior in the intermediate
energy range.
The theoretical points are shown (without error bars)
in Fig. 2. We observe the same peak structure as in Fig. 1
but the strength of the effect, i.e. the difference between
the top and bottom theory points, is a factor of 2 larger
than in the ratio Otpd.
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Fig. 3. Oαtp3Hed ratio as a function of the center-of-mass col-
lision energy. Upper panel: FOPI result from [26] at low en-
ergies. Lower panel: FOPI data together with ALICE at high
energies [27,28,29]. The LHC result is based, not in total mul-
tiplicities, but in dN/dy ratios at midrapidity, and the triton
yield is traded by the 3He. We provide a theory estimate of such
ratio in the intermediate energies as explained in the text.
This effect is enhanced in the ratio Oαtp3Hed, which
we show in Fig. 3. The upper panel shows FOPI data [26],
which presents again a decreasing pattern with
√
sNN , not
seen in Otdp. Such pattern deserves more attention in the
context of a possible medium-modified nuclear dynamics.
In the lower panel we plot ALICE data at
√
sNN = 2760
GeV. In this case we again substitute t by 3He. Finally,
we also plot the theory estimate using the procedure ex-
plained before, but applied to the new ratio.
The structure follow the same qualitative pattern as
the previous ratio, namely, the top energy FOPI data and
LHC are similar, being the intermediate energy prediction
lower in magnitude, but with the familiar peak around√
sNN = 27 GeV. Notice that in this case, the strength of
the predicted effect (difference between top and bottom
points in the intermediate energy region) is a factor of 5
larger with respect to Otpd, indicating that the signal-to-
noise ratio considerably improves in this ratio. This is the
reason why we encourage the experimental collaborations
to look into these new ratios at intermediate energies.
5 Summary
In this communication we have proposed new light-nuclei
ratios involving 4He (= α),
Oαp3Hed = NαNp
N3HeNd
(7)
and
Oαtp3Hed =
NαNtN
2
p
N3HeN
3
d
, (8)
which are sensitive to the nonideal production of light-
nuclei in heavy-ion collisions. Should the QCD critical
point enhance the attraction between nucleons to the ex-
tend of an increase of light nuclei formation, then these
ratios would present a maximum as a function of the col-
lision energy. Such a peak would be more compelling than
the one considered so far in Eq. (1), as the variability in
Oαp3Hed and Oαtp3Hed is, respectively, a factor of 2 and 5,
compared to Otpd.
We have demonstrated the feasibility of such measure-
ments by presenting experimental data at low and high
energies by FOPI and ALICE experiments, respectively.
We have also motivated the usefulness of our proposal by
computing a theoretical estimate of these new ratios at
intermediate energies based on previous NA49 and STAR
data for the ratio in Eq. (3). We exploited the semiclassi-
cal thermal flucton method applied to the Serot-Walecka
potential, as detailed in [10].
We hope that experiments running at medium energies
can address these observables in the future to assess the
possible effect of critical dynamics via light-nuclei produc-
tion.
We acknowledge Benjamin Do¨nigus for bringing the FOPI and
LHC data on light-nuclei production to our attention, and for
useful discussions.
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